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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the typical problems in the theory of ordered algebras is to describe the
intersection of the compatible linear extensions of r in a partially ordered algebraic
structure .A;F;r/. If F D ¿, then the answer can be found in [10]. Szpilrajn
proved that any partial order r (or r) on a set A can be extended to a linear order
R (or R). He also proved that any partial order is the intersection of its linear
extensions. For F D ff g, where f W A! A is a unary operation with the natural
compatibility property ( x r y implies f .x/ r f .y/ for all x;y 2 A ) the above
problem has been investigated. Szigeti and Nagy proved that the partially ordered
mono-unary algebra .A;f;r/ has a compatible linear extension if and only if f
is acyclic (see [8]). For an acyclic partially ordered unary algebra .A;f;r/ the
intersection of the compatible linear extensions of r is determined in [7]. Foldes and
Szigeti in [6] proved that any compatible partial order on the unary algebra .A;f / can
be extended to a so called compatible f -quasilinear partial order. A consequence of
this fact is that the maximal compatible partial orders are exactly the compatible f -
quasilinear partial orders on .A;f /. If the function f has no proper cycle (acyclic),
then a compatible partial order is f -quasilinear if and only if it is linear. For an
acyclic partially ordered unary algebra .A;f;r/ the intersection of the compatible
linear extensions of r is determined in [7]. A new characterization of the maximal
compatible extensions of r and the description of the intersection of these extensions
in an arbitrary (possibly non-acyclic) triple .A;f;r/ can be seen in [9].
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In the first part of our paper we investigate a finite variant of the example for the
mono-unary partially ordered algebra in [9]. The second part of our paper we use
computer calculations to provide the explicit description of the intersection in the
above mentioned finite example.
In order to present a self contained treatment, in section 2 we provide the necessary
prerequisites.
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
Let .A;f / be a unary algebra. A partial order r on A is called compatible on
.A;f / if the function (unary operation) f W A  ! A is an order endomorphism with
respect to r (x r y implies f .x/ r f .y/ for all x;y 2 A). The equivalence
relation f is defined in [9] as follows: for x;y 2 A let x f y if f k.x/D f l.y/
for some integers k  0 and l  0. The equivalence class Œxf of an element x 2A is
called the f -component of x. Clearly, Œxf contains the f -orbit of x:
fx;f .x/; : : : ;f k.x/; : : :g  Œxf :
An element c 2 A is called cyclic with respect to f , if f m.c/D c for some integer
m 1. The period of a cyclic element c is
nD n.c/Dminfm jm 1 and f m.c/D cg
and f k.c/ D f l.c/ holds if and only if k   l is divisible by n. The cycle C D
fc;f .c/; : : : ;f n 1.c/g has exactly n elements and f .C / D C . The f -orbit of x is
finite if and only if Œxf contains a cyclic element. The function f has a proper cycle
if there exists a cyclic element c 2 A with respect to f such that n.c/  2. When
n.c/D 1 then f .c/D c. In this case c 2 A is a fixed point of f . The concept of the
f -prohibited pair was introduced by Foldes and Szigeti in [6]. A pair .x;y/ 2 AA
is called f -prohibited, if we can find integers k  0, l  0 and n  2 such that n is
not a divisor of k  l , the elements f k.x/;f kC1.x/; :::;f kCn 1.x/ are distinct and
f kCn.x/ D f k.x/ D f l.y/. For an f -prohibited pair .x;y/ and for the integers
k  0, n 2 as above, f k.x/ is a cyclic element in Œxf D Œyf of period n.
Proposition 1 (see [6]). If .A;f;r/ is a partially ordered unary algebra, then
we have the following.
(1) If .x;y/ is f -prohibited, then .y;x/ is also f -prohibited.
(2) If .x;y/ is not f -prohibited, then .f .x/;f .y// is also not f -prohibited.
(3) If Œxf ¤ Œyf , then .x;y/ is not f -prohibited.
(4) If the f -orbit of x is infinite, then there is no cyclic element in Œxf and hence
.x;y/ is not f -prohibited (even in the case of Œxf D Œyf ).
(5) If .x;y/ 2 AA is an f -prohibited pair, then x and y are incomparable
with respect to r (in particular, any two distinct elements in a full cycle are
incomparable with respect to r ).
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A compatible partial order R on a unary algebra .A;f / is called f -quasilinear, if
.x;y/ 2R or .y;x/ 2R for all non f -prohibited pairs .x;y/ 2AA. We use of the
following notations of [9]:
QL.A;f;r/D fR j r R  AA is a compatible f -quasilinear partial orderg;






is called the closure of r with respect to .A;f /. Since QL.A;f;r/ is never empty
by the Main Theorem of [6], the above definition gives a closure operator (with the
monotone, idempotent and extensive properties) on the set of the compatible partial
orders of .A;f /.
An element a 2 A of the partially ordered unary algebra .A;f;r/ is
(1) "-definite if f p.a/ <r f q.a/ for some integers 0 p < q,
(2) #-definite if f q.a/ <r f p.a/ for some integers 0 p < q,
(3) indefinite if f p.a/ and f q.a/ are r-incomparable for all integers 0  p;q
with f p.a/¤ f q.a/.
It can be easily checked if .A;f;r/ is a partially ordered unary algebra and a 2A,
then a satisfies exactly one of the above "-definite, #-definite and indefinite proper-
ties. Define the sets M", M# and M as in [7].
M" D f.x;y/ 2 AA j x is " -definite, .9m/.9t /0m t;
f t .x/r f m.y/¤ f m.x/g;
M# D f.x;y/ 2 AA j x is # -definite, .9m/.9t /0 t m;
f t .x/r f m.y/¤ f m.x/g;
M D f.x;y/ 2 AA j x is indefinite, .9m/.9t /.9m0/.9t 0/0m t;0 t 0 m0;
f t .x/r f m.y/¤ f m.x/;f t 0.x/r f m0.y/¤ f m0.x/g:
We shall make use of the set
P D f.x;y/ 2 AA j .x;y/ is not f -prohibitedg:
One of the main theorems of [9] gives a complete description of the intersection of
the maximal compatible extensions of r :
Theorem 1. If .A;f;r/ is a partially ordered unary algebra, then
cl.A;f;r/D .M"[M#[M [f.x;x/ j x 2 Ag/\P:
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3. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The following example can be found in [9]. Let
2 p1 < p2 < p3 < q1 < q2 < q3 < q4 < r



















mi  0;nj  0; i 2 f1;2;3g;j 2 f1;2;3;4g;k  0
	
of integers. A natural partial order on A is the divisibility relation: for x;y 2 A we
use the notation x d y if x j y.
















k/D pm31 pm12 pm23 qn1Cn21 qn32 qn43 r hk 1i;
where hli D l if l  0 and hli D 0 if l < 0. Note that hhli 1i D hl  1i. Clearly,
















































































k/D pm11 pm22 pm33 qn1Cn2Cn3Cn41 r hk 6i:
It follows that f 6.x/ d f 3.x/ and f hk 3iC6.x/D f hk 3iC3.x/ for all x 2 A.
Thus f 6.x/¤ f 3.x/ implies that x is #-definite. Obviously, f 6.x/D f 3.x/ holds
if and only if 0 k  3. For all x 2 A and i 2 f1;2;4;5g the following equivalences
are straightforward consequences of the above calculations:
(P1) x d f i .x/”m1 Dm2 Dm3;n2 D n3 D n4 D k D 0 and x D f .x/,
(P2) x d f 3.x/” n2 D n3 D n4 D k D 0 and x D f 3.x/,
(P3) f i .x/d x”m1Dm2Dm3, n2D n3D n4D 0 and xD f .x/rk hk 1i,
(P4) f 3.x/d x” n2 D n3 D n4 D 0 and x D f 3.x/rk hk 3i.
There is no "-definite element in the set A, so the set M" is empty. The element x
is indefinite if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(Q1) k D 0,
(Q2) k D 1 and fn2;n3;n4g ¤ f0g,
(Q3) k D 2 and fn3;n4g ¤ f0g,
(Q4) k D 3 and n4 ¤ 0.
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In all other cases x is #-definite.
Take
x1Dp11p22p33q1q2q3q4r5;x2Df 5.x1/Dp31p12p23q41 and yDp21p32p43q1q2q3q4r4:
Now Œx1f D Œx2f ¤ Œyf ensures that .x1;y/ and .x2;y/ are non f -prohibited
pairs. Since f 6.x1/ <d f 3.x1/ and fx2;f .x2/;f 2.x2/g is an antichain, we obtain
that x1 is #-definite and x2 is indefinite. The relations
f 5.x1/d f 7.y/¤ f 7.x1/ and f 0.x2/d f 7.y/¤ f 7.x2/ ,
f 6.x2/d f 4.y/¤ f 4.x2/
imply that .x1;y/ 2M#\P and .x2;y/ 2M \P . Observe that .x1;y/ and .x2;y/
are incomparable pairs with respect to d and
.x1;y/; .x2;y/ 2 .M#[M [f.x;x/ j x 2 Ag/\P D cl.A;f;d /
by Theorem 2.2. The full description of M# and M would require a lengthy examin-
ation.




0mi ;nj ;k K;i 2 f1;2;3g;j 2 f1;2;3;4g
	
:
The pair .B;d / is a partially ordered set, where d is the divisibility relation as









t , if t K,




l , if l  0,
0; if l < 0.
Note that iithCsh D itC sh and hhli 1i D hl  1i for all positive integers.
The function g has the natural compatibility property: x d y implies g.x/ d
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x 2 B is a fixed point of g if
x D 2m13m25m37n111n213n317n419k
D 2m33m15m27in1Cn2h11n313n419hk 1i D g.x/:
The above equality holds if and only if m1 D m2 D m3, n2 D n3 D n4 D k D 0
and m1;n1 2 f0;1; : : : ;Kg, therefore the number of fixed points is .KC 1/2. If the
exponent of every prime number is at most 1, then jBj D 28 D 256 and the function
g has four fixed points:
(a) m1 Dm2 Dm3 D 0 and n1 D 0, then x1=1;
(b) m1 Dm2 Dm3 D 0 and n1 D 1, then x2=7;
(c) m1 Dm2 Dm3 D 1 and n1 D 0, then x3=30;
(d) m1 Dm2 Dm3 D 1 and n1 D 1, then x4=210.
Obviously, the fixed points of g are in different g-components. If K D 1 there it is
easy to see that:
Œ1g D f1;19g and Œ30g D f30;570g:
The g-components of the other two fixed points contain more elements. If x 2 B is
a fixed point, then the equivalence class Œxg has no proper cyclic elements. Clearly,
any fixed point of g is an indefinite element in the partially ordered unary algebra
.B;g;d /.
The proper cyclic elements can be obtained from the properties (P2) and (P4). If
K D 1, it is deemed to be sufficient for the property (P2). c 2 A is a cyclic element
of g, according to the property (P2), when c D g3.c/, i. e. n2 D n3 D n4 D k D 0
and mi ;n1 2 f0;1g, i 2 f1;2;3g, furthermore m1 ¤m3. We have four proper cycle:
C1 D f2;3;5gI C2 D f6;10;15gI C3 D f14;21;35gI C4 D f42;70;105g:
We note that Œ2g , Œ6g , Œ14g and Œ42g are disjoint g-components of .B;g;d /.
It is clear, that there is no "-definite element in the set B and the set M" is empty as
in the above infinite example.
As we can see it above, the calculation of the elements of the intersection is time
consuming manually. These particular calculations do not provide us to see the un-
derlying structures.
4. CALCULATING INTERSECTIONS BY MAPLE, MAGMA AND A PARALLEL
PROGRAM
For calculating the pairs of intersection we had three programs. At first we cal-
culated them for K D 1 by Maple, but it was very slow and a lot of resources were
used.
Secondary we made it by MAGMA [3] which was stable and produced the correct
results. E.g. MAGMA used 157 seconds only in CPU time. The version of MAGMA
was 2.18-4.
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The third one was a parallel program which was made in JCluster [2]. It is an
environment using JAVA to make and run parallel algorithms (programs) on more
then one workstations. This program used very simple technics e.g. exchange a lot
of ”for” cycles by parellel processes. To reduce the CPU time we used 1, 2, 4 , 8 and
16 workstations like a super PC with 1GB network. Beacuse of it we have to mention
that in the case when large number of workstations or cores were used the CPU time
has increased by the network communication delay and the data broadcasting (see the
table below). Certainly this program used synchronization tools also to get correct
results.
The running times (in CPU time) collected in the following table:
Environment CPU time (sec) Number of cores
Maple 425 4
MAGMA 157 4
Parallel program (JCluster) 67 1
Parallel program (JCluster) 55 2
Parallel program (JCluster) 42 4
Parallel program (JCluster) 35 8
5. CALCULATION OF THE FINITE EXAMPLE
The actual implementation of the calculation is primarily based on the previous
Maple and Magma scripts. All implementations provide the same results but the new
C++ version run more efficiently. We can see the dataflow on Figure 1.
The prims is the array of prime numbers. In this case it contains only eight ele-
ments.
primsD Œ2;3;5;7;11;13;17;19
In the definition of the set B the exponents of the factors must be non-negative in-
tegers. The K value is the upper bound of them:
0mi ;nj ;k K; 8i 2 f1;2;3g; j 2 f1;2;3;4g:
We can consider the exponents of the factorization of the elements of B as the digits
of a number in KC1 based numerical system. From this reason jBj D .KC1/8. In
most cases in the implementation we use lists instead of sets. The lists are indexed
by non-negative integers. The first index is the 0. The index of any B element is the
value of the exponents of prime factorization in the mentionedKC1 based numerical
system. For example when K D 1 then 30D 21  31  51  70  110  130  170  190, the
index is 7. Let denote indices a function which calculate this index from elements
of B .
We need to calculate often with powers of g function. The CP0 contains the indices
of following elements in B:
Œx;g.x/;g2.x/;g3.x/;g4.x/;g5.x/;g6.x/;
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FIGURE 1. The dataflow of the calculation.
where x 2 B . This list of lists does not stored instead it is a function of the index of
the elements of B . The f ix set contains only the indices of B elements where the
values are the same in CP0 vectors. We cache the indices of B where the power of
g.x/ is not in set f ix.
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The P denotes the set of prohibited pairs. The implementation also considers the
indices. We can define P as the following set.
P D f.x;y/jx;y 2 AB;xk D xkC3;xk D yl ; .k  l/ mod 3¤ 0;
k 2 Œ1I4; l 2 Œ1I7g
The C matrix is only a boolean function in the implementation,
C.x;y/D
(
t rue; xi  yi ; i 2 Œ1I8;
false; else;
where x;y 2 B. The H down, H and H up sets contain the elements of the set B ,
H upD ˚x 2 CP0;xj ¤ xk;C.xj ;xk/D t rue;8j;k;j ¤ k	 ;
H downD ˚x 2 CP0;xj ¤ xk;C.xk;xj /D t rue;8j;k;j ¤ k	 ;
HD CP0n .H up[H down/:
The M down, M and M up are the sets of pairs from A and defined as the following:
M downD f.x;y/jx 2 H down;y 2 CP0;9m;t 2 Œ1I7; t m;
C.xt ;ym/D t rue;xm ¤ ym; .x;y/ … Pg ;
MD f.x;y/jx 2 H;y 2 CP0;9m;t;m0; t 0 2 Œ1I7;m t; t 0 m0;C.xt ;ym/D t rue;
C.xt 0 ;ym0/D t rue;xm ¤ ym;xm0 ¤ ym0 ; .x;y/ … Pg;
M upD f.x;y/jx 2 H up;y 2 CP0;9m;t 2 Œ1I7;m t;
C.xt ;ym/D t rue;xm ¤ ym; .x;y/ … Pg :
6. VISUALIZATION OF THE MAP OF UNARY ALGEBRA
For visualizing the map of unary algebra for K D 1 we used GraphViz [1]. At the
first step, we collected the elements of the map, and save them as a text file with gv
extension.
Unfortunately, the default radial layout did not make possible to use those graph
image as a figure. Instead, we have implemented an own graph layout calculation by
using the turtle module of the Python library [4].
At the last step, we have converted the resulted layout to TikZ format [5]. We can
see the results of these visualization process at the Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Thanks to the resulted map we have obtained eight disjunct sub-graphs. Moreover,
the symmetry among the sub-graphs has revealed. The following sub-graphs are pair-
wise isomorph:
 Œ1g and Œ30g ,
 Œ2g and Œ6g ,
 Œ7g and Œ210g ,
 Œ14g and Œ42g .
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pair-wise isomorphism parts. There are four components which contain proper



























































































FIGURE 3. The graph of Œ14g g-component





































































































FIGURE 5. The graph of Œ42g g-component




















FIGURE 6. The graph of Œ210g g-component
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